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QUESTION 1

The Cloud Kicks (CK) site administrator is onboarding a now partner to its Experience Cloud site. They have created the
partner as an Account, added the required Contacts, and ensured that the Welcome Email selection is checked.
However, upon review, the site administrator has found that none of the partner users were able to register. 

What should the site administrator do to ensure they are able to set up partner users correctly? 

A. Double-check that the partner profile has been added to the CK site. 

B. Ensure that the Account has been enabled as a partner Account. 

C. Double-check that the provided email addresses are correct. 

D. Ensure that the Contacts under the Account are enabled as partner users. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

An Experience site is built in an Unlimited org. Some of the pages within the site are exposed to guest users. How many
page views are allowed per month? 

A. 1 million 

B. 5 million 

C. 100,000 

D. 500,000 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Ursa Major Solar (UM5) is planning to build a portal for its partners. Among other things, UMS will be distributing leads
to its partners in the portal. Which standard component can UMS leverage if it elects to use Partner Central template? 

A. Lead Distribution 

B. Lead Inbox 

C. Lead Selector 

D. Lead Flow 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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A manager at Ursa Major Solar is responsible for creating and editing only the community users for the Partner
Community they have recently set up using Experience Cloud. However, the manager is able to make organizational
changes to the user records of the internal users as web. 

What could be the possible issue here? 

A. The manager has been given the Manage Profiles and Permission Sets permission. 

B. The manager has been given the Manage Customer Users permission. 

C. The manager has been given the Manage User permission. 

D. The manager has been given the Manage External Users permission. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers has Contact and Account objects set to Public Read Only for internal users, but an Experience
Cloud users is not able to view Contacts and accounts. How should you fix this issue? 

A. The external sharing model should be updated so that the Account object is private but the Contact object remains
public only 

B. Sharing rules should be configured open each object to give Read Only access to experience Cloud users. 

C. The existing sharing model should be updated to so that the Contact and Account Objects are private, and sharing
rules should be configured on each individual object to give Public Read Only access to Experience Cloud users. 

D. The internal sharing model should be updated so that the Contact and Account objects are Public read Only. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Ursa Major Solar created a public knowledge base where both authenticated customers and unauthenticated guest
users can view Known articles as a self-service option to troubleshoot issues. When creating a Knowledge article, which
checkbox should be selected so that all users can view the articles? 

A. Visible to Partner 

B. Visible to Customer 

C. Visible to Public Knowledge Base 

D. Visible to Anyone 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7
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Zephynus Relocation (ZRS) plans to launch a public site. ZRS would like to leverage a topic catalog so that site users
can see all the organized topics in one place and easily navigate to any topic or subtopic. 

Which step is required to set up a topic catalog? 

A. Create at least one subtopic and add the More Topic ink link when editing the navigation menu. 

B. Create at least one topic along with its subtopic. 

C. Enable Topic Hierarchy and create at least one topic with two subtopics. 

D. Create at least one topic and add the More Topics,,,, ;link editing the navigation menu. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Recently, Ursa Major Solar (UMS) decided it no longer wants to utilize Data Categories to control article visibility for its
customer portal. UMS\\'s users will need to be logged in to the portal in order to view any Knowledge articles. Outside of
Data Categories, what is another way UMS can control Knowledge article visibility? 

A. Permission Sets 

B. Branding Sets 

C. Sharing Rules 

D. Audience Targeting 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 9

AW Computing wants to create a site that gives customers access to Knowledge articles and peer-to-peer
conversations, with the aim of decreasing the number of calls to its support organization. 

What should AW Computing do to accomplish this goal? 

A. Give access to its internal orgs using Chatter groups 

B. Open its Slack implementation to all customers 

C. Create a site with the Customer Service template 

D. Create a site with the Marketing Microsite template 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10
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Northern Trail Outfitters wants to add a background image to a record list of products in its digital experience. How
should an administrator accomplish this? 

A. Use an HTML component 

B. Create CMS items. 

C. Use a Flexible page layout. 

D. Build a custom Lightning component. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Northern trail Outfitters has created a microsite digital experience for its Gold-Level VIP customers. The digital
experience is not yet actives. The community manager would like to send welcome emails on a specific day, which
include a promotion for participating in the community. 

In which order should the community manager perform activation steps? 

A. Add available profiles and permission sets to the Admin Workspace, enable Contacts as community users, set
welcome emails to Enabled, and set the community to Active. 

B. Set the Community to Active, and available profiles and permission sets to the Admin Workspace, enable Contacts
as community users, and set welcome emails to Enabled. 

C. Publish the community, which will send out the welcome emails. 

D. Set the community to Active, and available profiles and permission sets to the Adman Workspace, and create a
process to send the welcome emails. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Universal Containers (UC) wants to create a do-it-yourself site for its existing and prospective customers. The site will
contain articles, belong manuals, and FAQs. Users will be able to ask questions and answer other users\\' questions on
the site. 

Which two Experience Cloud features should UC focus on as it starts building out the site? Choose 2 answers 

A. Public Site Connect 

B. Document Library Model (DLM) 

C. Guest user and public access settings 

D. Content Delivery Network 

Correct Answer: CD 
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QUESTION 13

Bloomington Caregivers (BC) wants to share Covid-19 related information with all site visitors, including unauthenticated
users. 

Which three things should BC in mind about unauthenticated or guest user access? 

Choose 3 answers 

A. Guest user external organization-wide default are always set to Private. 

B. Guest user can\\'t access records via manual sharing 

C. Guest user can\\'t records via manual existing records 

D. Guest user can\\'t be members of public groups or queues. 

E. Guest user external organization-wide defaults are always set to Public. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 14

Cloud Kicks (CK) is using audience targeting to display pages and components to certain users based on their assigned
audience. The New York City account contain multiple departments; all of which belong to that account. One of the page
virtualization of the Home page of CK\\'s Experience Cloud site a assigned to the New York City audience. CK also has
a Rich Content Editor component within this Home page that is assigned inly to the Legal Department audience. 

Who will be able to see the Rich Content Editor component? 

A. New York City audience members with the Legal Department sharing set 

B. Members that are part of both the New York City audience and the Legal Department audience 

C. All Cloud Kicks Experience Cloud site members 

D. All New York City audience members. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

The mission of No More Homelessness (NMH) is to help every homeless person in the best possible manner through its
Experience Cloud site. NMH\\'s site manager wants to set up search engine optimization (SEQ) to ensure NMH\\'s
public Experience Cloud site is visible to search engines. 

Which two practices does the site manager need to do to ensure SEO is implemented successfully? Choose 2 answers 

A. Check whether a custom robots.txt file to control indexing has been created. 

B. Check whether the Experience site is public and activated. Pencil and Paper 

C. Check whether the SEO Institute has provided the approval for the site with end date. 
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D. Check whether manual sitemap refresh happens on the last day of every month. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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